City of East Lansing Fire Department
Incident Report
January 31 to February 6, 2014
Total number of incidents responded to: 98
EMS/Rescue = 69*

False Calls = 15

Good Intent Calls = 6

Fires = 5

Hazardous Conditions = 3
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fires Reported in FireRMS - page 1 of 2
February 1, 2014, 12:51 a.m. - Dispatched to Bailey Hall for a trash can on fire in the women’s
bathroom on the first floor. Truck 12 went enroute, arrived at the scene, set up command and
investigated. Strobes and audible alarms were noted from the exterior of the building. No smoke,
fire or other problems were noted from the exterior. The occupants were evacuating the building.
The fire crew entered the building to find light smoke, no fire or heat in the 1st floor hallway.
They located a fire in the women's bathroom on the 1st floor. It was a small fire with moderate
smoke and was extinguished with a water extinguisher. A piece of burnt plastic remained on the
wall. No damage to the structure or any other items. A positive pressure fan was used to clear the
smoke in the bathroom and hallway. An MSU Police Officer was advised to contact the MSU
Fire Marshal to advise him of the situation. Fire personnel reset the fire alarm system to normal
working order. No other problems were noted so the scene was turned over to MSUPD and
Truck 12 cleared.
February 2, 2014, 6:25 p.m. - Dispatched to a possible structure fire on Rosewood. En route,
dispatch stated the house was filling with smoke and it was possibly a chimney fire. On arrival,
no fire visible, just smoke coming from the chimney and the occupants were outside. Established
command and assigned Engine 11 crew as interior to investigate and station 2 units to stage.
Engine 11 interior reported no fire, just light smoke, the result of lighting the fireplace. Assigned
a crew to ladder the roof and check the chimney from above and another crew to positive
pressure ventilation to remove smoke in house. Engine 11 personnel were able to handle so
station 2 units were cleared. Command also cleared, passing command onto Engine 11 officer.
February 3, 2014, 3:10 a.m. - Dispatched to Linden Street for a possible garage fire with people
still in the house. Medic 11 was first to arrive, reporting light smoke coming from the attached
garage and occupants outside. Battalion 11 arrived, gave quick size up and established command.
Engine 11 was assigned to investigate on their arrival, no fire appeared evident, and the police
reported contents in a box had burned. Station 2 fire units stage on their arrival. Engine 11
officer reported no fire and used a fire extinguisher for hot spots on what had burned. Cleared
station 2 units and had dispatch contact the on-duty EL Fire Investigator. Battalion 11 cleared
and transferred command to Engine 11.

Fires Reported in FireRMS - page 2 of 2
February 3, 2014, 10:40 a.m. - Dispatched to Service Road for a fire alarm. Upon arrival no
alarm sounding, no smoke or fire and MSU trouble truck was on the scene. The fire panel was
showing smoke detector activation on the second floor. During the fire department’s
investigation found that an employee had burned vegetables in the convection oven. The fire
panel was reset to normal and fire units cleared.
February 6, 2014, 12:21 p.m. – EL Fire Department was called for smoke coming from a
residence on Grove Street. Arrived to find smoke visible. Neighbors reported that they thought
the resident was not home. Truck 11 and Medic 11 were assigned to attack group and Truck 12
was assigned to search group. Fire personnel found an elderly male trying to extinguish the fire
with snow and requested a medic for burns that the resident had sustained. A Lansing Fire
Department engine, truck and battalion were requested. Lansing Engine 48 was assigned to RIT,
Truck 41 was assigned to use positive pressure ventilation to vent the basement. Lansing
Batallion 41 was assigned to safety. The attack group reported that the fire was out and they
would overhaul. Lansing units were then cleared. The EL Fire Marshal and Inspector arrived to
investigate.
Training Reported in FireRMS
February 2, 2014, 8:30-11:30 a.m. – RAT Team – On duty and overtime personnel participated
in monitor training for RAT this month with EHS personnel from MSU.
February 4, 2014, 1:30-4:30 p.m. – High/Low Angle Rescue Metro Class – On duty station 1
personnel went to the Lansing Training Tower to go over the Arizona Vortex high change
system.
February 5, 2014, 1:30-4:30 p.m. – High/Low Angle Rescue Metro Class – On duty station 1
personnel went to metro high angle rope training at the Lansing Training Tower to go over
Arizona Vortex. They also practiced assembly and use.
*Types of EMS Calls
Abdominal pain = 2
Altered LOC/mental status = 2

Ankle pain = 1

Anxiety = 1
Arm numbness = 1
Assault = 1
Avulsion to finger = 2
Back pain = 1
Chest pain/DIB = 5
Choking = 1
Citizen assist = 1
Cardiac arrest = 1
Dizziness = 1
Facial droop/pain = 3
Falls = 2

Ear pain = 1
Edema = 1
ETOH = 15
Faint = 1
Gunshot wound = 2
Head laceration = 1
Hematoma = 1
Hip pain = 1
Hypotension = 1
Lethargic = 1
Lift assist = 1
Medical alarm = 1
Migraine = 1
Laceration = 1
MVA w/no injuries = 1

Leg burn = 1
Nausea/vomiting = 1
Nose bleed = 1
No complaint injury = 1
Overdose = 1
Pneumonia = 1
Rectal abscess = 1
Ringing in ears = 1
Shoulder pain = 1
Seizures = 1
Smoke inhalation = 1
Syncope episode = 5
Unable to locate = 1

